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Misinformed Westerners are led to believe that their governments support Ukraine. Nothing
could be further from the truth.

In fact, the West supports the destruction of Ukraine and its peoples. Amply documented,
the West never wanted peace for Ukraine(1). Instead, Western policymakers seek to “fight
to the last Ukrainian” in order to bleed Russia. Ukraine and Ukrainians are being sacrificed,
not for “democracy and freedom” which are nothing more than war propaganda slogans,
but for nazism, for impoverishment, for economic enslavement, and for colonial status.
People in what was formerly Eastern Ukraine will be the lucky ones.

If/when the war ends, the remnants of Ukraine will be pillaged. As Prof. Chossudovsky notes
in The NeoCons’ Proxy War “Against Ukraine”: Nuclear War is On the Table. The Privatization
of Ukraine,

“It is a profit-driven agenda: ‘Destruction’ leads to ‘Reconstruction’. What is at stake is
the  engineered  economic  and  social  destruction  of  sovereign  nation  states.  The
creditors  are  there  to  ‘pick  up  the  pieces’  and  ‘appropriate  real  wealth’“.(2)  The
diabolical process is already underway.

The weapons being delivered to Ukraine are not free.

Not only do they extend the duration of a war which Ukraine can not win, not only do they
increase  the  mass  slaughter  of  Ukrainians,  but  they  also  increase  Ukraine’s  fiscal
indebtedness  for  the  foreseeable  future.
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Scott Ritter, in his video “A Scott Ritter Investigation: Agent Zelensky – Part 2” (3) explains
that Washington has a Lend/Lease program with Ukraine, signed in May 2022, that will
contribute to a form of debt slavery for (many) years to come.

Additionally, and contrary to the Ukrainian constitution, moratoriums were lifted (a condition
of IMF loans) and lands are being privatized by companies such as Cargill and Monsanto.

The  privatization  of  Ukraine’s  rich  farmland  will  not  only  undermine  Ukraine’s  food
sovereignty, but it will also undermine the European Union’s food security.

Reconstruction  contracts  will  also  benefit  global  corporations  as  they  profit  from  the
destruction caused largely by Western warmongering policymakers. BlackRock stands to
make huge profits from Ukraine’s misery.

So again, if you support Ukraine, you should basically support Russia’s conditions: no NATO
membership, denazification, demilitarization.

The Western trajectories of weapons deliveries and privatization schemes will do nothing
but enslave and destroy what remains of Ukraine.
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